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"Gee, You Don't Seem Like An
Indian From the Reservation"
Barbara Cameron

One of the very first words I learned in my Lakota language was
wasicu which designates white people. At that early age, my compre-
hension of wasicu was gained from observing and listening to my fam-
ily discussing the wasicu. My grandmother always referred to white
people as the "wasicu sica" with emphasis on sica, our word for terrible
or bad. By the age of five I had seen one Indian man gunned down in
the back by the police and was a silent witness to a gang of white teen-
age boys beating up an elderly Indian man. I'd hear stories of Indian
ranch hands being "accidentally" shot by white ranchers. I quickly
began to understand the wasicu menace my family spoke of.

My hatred for the wasicu was solidly implanted by the time I entered
first grade. Unfortunately in first grade I became teacher's pet so my
teacher had a fondness for hugging me which always repulsed me. I
couldn't stand the idea of a white person touching me. Eventually I
realized that it wasn't the white skin that I hated, but it was their cul-
ture of deceit, greed, racism, and violence.

During my first memorable visit to a white town, I was appalled that
they thought of themselves as superior to my people. Their manner of
living appeared devoid of life and bordered on hostility even for one
another. They were separated from each other by their perfectly,
politely fenced square plots of green lawn. The only lawns on my res-
ervation were the lawns of the BIA* officials or white Christians. The
white people always seemed so loud, obnoxious, and vulgar. And the
white parents were either screaming at their kids, threatening them
with some form of punishment or hitting them. After spending a day
around white people, I was always happy to go back to the reservation
where people followed a relaxed yet respectful code of relating with
each other. The easy teasing and joking that were inherent with the
Lakota were a welcome relief after a day with the plastic faces.

I vividly remember two occasions during my childhood in which I
was cognizant of being an Indian. The first time was at about three
years of age when my family took me to my first pow-wow. I kept ask-
ing my grandmother, "Where are the Indians? Where are the Indians?
Are they going to have bows and arrows?" I was very curious and

* Bureau of Indian Affairs.
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strangely excited about the prospect of seeing real live Indians even
though I myself was one. It's a memory that has remained with me
through all these years because it's so full of the subtleties of my cul-
ture. There was a sweet wonderful aroma in the air from the dancers
and from the traditional food booths. There were lots of grandmothers
and grandfathers with young children running about. Pow-wows in
the Plains usually last for three days, sometimes longer, with Indian
people traveling from all parts of our country to dance, to share food
and laughter, and to be with each other. I could sense the importance
of our gathering times and it was the beginnning of my awareness that
my people are a great and different nation.

The second time in my childhood when I knew very clearly that I
am Indian occurred when I was attending an all white (except for me)
elementary school. During Halloween my friends and I went trick or
treating. At one of the last stops, the mother knew all of the children
except for me. She asked me to remove my mask so she could see who
I was. After I removed my mask, she realized I was an Indian and quite
cruelly told me so, refusing to give me the treats my friends had
received. It was a stingingly painful experience.

I told my mother about it the next evening after I tried to understand
it. My mother was outraged and explained the realities of being an
Indian in South Dakota. My mother paid a visit to the woman which
resulted in their expressing a barrage of equal hatred for one another. I
remember sitting in our pick-up hearing the intensity of the anger and
feeling very sad that my mother had to defend her child to someone
who wasn't worthy of her presence.

I spent a part of my childhood feeling great sadness and helplessness
about how it seemed that Indians were open game for the white peo-
ple, to kill, maim, beat up, insult, rape, cheat, or whatever atrocity the
white people wanted to play with. There was also a rage and frustra-
tion that has not died. When I look back on reservation life it seems
that I spent a great deal of time attending the funerals of my relatives
or friends of my family. During one year I went to funerals of four
murder victims. Most of my non-Indian friends have not seen a dead
body or have not been to a funeral. Death was so common on the res-
ervation that I did not understand the implications of the high death
rate until after I moved away and was surprised to learn that I've seen
more dead bodies than my friends will probably ever see in their
lifetime.

Because of experiencing racial violence, I sometimes panic when I'm
the only non-white in a roomful of whites, even if they are my closest
friends; I wonder if I'll leave the room alive. The seemingly copacetic
gay world of San Francisco becomes a mere dream after the panic
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leaves. I think to myself that it's truly insane for me to feel the panic.
I want to scream out my anger and disgust with myself for feeling dis-
trustful of my white friends and I want to banish the society that has
fostered those feelings of alienation. I wonder at the amount of assimi-
lation which has affected me and how long my "Indianness" will allow
me to remain in a city that is far removed from the lives of many Native
Americans.

"Alienation" and "assimilation" are two common words used to
describe contemporary Indian people. I've come to despise those two
words because what leads to "alienation" and "assimilation" should not
be so concisely defined. And I generally mistrust words that are used
to define Native Americans and Brown People. I don't like being put
under a magnifying glass and having cute liberal terms describe who I
am. The "alienation" or "assimilation" that I manifest is often in how I
speak. There isn't necessarily a third world language but there is an
Indian way of talking that is an essential part of me. I like it, I love it,
yet I deny it. I "save" it for when I'm around other Indians. It is a way of
talking that involves "Indian humor" which I know for sure non-Indian
people would not necessarily understand.

Articulate. Articulate. I've heard that word used many times to
describe third world people. White people seem so surprised to find
brown people who can speak fluent english and are even perhaps edu-
cated. We then become "articulate." I think I spend a lot of time being
articulate with white people. Or as one person said to me a few years
ago, "Gee, you don't seem like an Indian from the reservation."

I often read about the dilemmas of contemporary Indians caught
between the white and Indian worlds. For most of us, it is an uneasy
balance to maintain. Sometimes some of us are not so successful with
it. Native Americans have a very high suicide rate.

When I was about 20, 1 dreamt of myself at the age of 25-26, standing
at a place on my reservation, looking to the North, watching a glorious,
many-colored horse galloping toward me from the sky. My eyes were
riveted and attracted to the beauty and overwhelming strength of the
horse. The horse's eyes were staring directly into mine, hypnotizing me
and holding my attention. Slowly from the East, an eagle was gliding
toward the horse. My attention began to be drawn toward the calm of
the eagle but I still did not want to lose sight of the horse. Finally the two
met with the eagle sailing into the horse causing it to disintegrate. The
eagle flew gently on.
I take this prophetic dream as an analogy of my balance between the

white (horse) and Indian (eagle) world. Now that I am 26, I find that
I've gone as far into my exploration of the white world as I want. It
doesn't mean that I'm going to run off to live in a tipi. It simply means
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that I'm not interested in pursuing a society that uses analysis, research,
and experimentation to concretize their vision of cruel destinies for
those who are not bastards of the Pilgrims; a society with arrogance
rising, moon in oppression, and sun in destruction.

Racism is not easy for me to write about because of my own racism
toward other people of color, and because of a complex set of "racisms"
within the Indian community. At times animosity exists between half-
breed, full-blood, light-skinned Indians, dark-skinned Indians,' and
non-Indians who attempt to pass as Indians. The U.S. government has
practiced for many years its divisiveness in the Indian community by
instilling and perpetuating these Indian vs. Indian tactics. Native
Americans are the foremost group of people who continuously fight
against pre-meditated cultural genocide.

I've grown up with misconceptions about Blacks, Chicanos, and
Asians. I'm still in the process of trying to eliminate my racist pictures
of other people of color. I know most of my images of other races come
from television, books, movies, newspapers, and magazines. Who can
pinpoint exactly where racism comes from? There are certain political
dogmas that are excellent in their "analysis" of racism and how it feeds
the capitalist system. To intellectually understand that it is wrong or
politically incorrect to be racist leaves me cold. A lot of poor or work-
ing class white and brown people are just as racist as the "capitalist
pig." We are all continually pumped with gross and inaccurate images
of everyone else and we all pump it out. I don't think there are easy
answers or formulas. My personal attempts at eliminating my racism
have to start at the base level of those mind-sets that inhibit my rela-
tionships with people.

Racism among third world people is an area that needs to be dis-
cussed and dealt with honestly. We form alliances loosely based on the
fact that we have a common oppressor, yet we do not have a commit-
ment to talk about our own fears and misconceptions about each other.
I've noticed that liberal, consciousness-raised white people tend to be
incredibly polite to third world people at parties or other social situa-
tions. It's almost as if they make a point to SHAKE YOUR HAND or to
introduce themselves and then run down all the latest right-on third
world or Native American books they've just read. On the other hand
it's been my experience that if there are several third world gay people
at a party, we make a point of avoiding each other, and spend our time
talking to the whites to show how sophisticated and intelligent we are.
I've always wanted to introduce myself to other third world people but
wondered how I would introduce myself or what would I say. There
are so many things I would want to say, except sometimes I don't want
to remember I'm Third World or Native American. I don't want to
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remember sometimes because it means recognizing that we're outlaws.
At the Third World Gay Conference in October 1979, the Asian and

Native American people in attendance felt the issues affecting us were
not adequately included in the workshops. Our representation and
leadership had minimal input which resulted in a skimpy educational
process about our struggles. The conference glaringly pointed out to
us the narrow definition held by some people that third world means
black people only. It was a depressing experience to sit in the lobby of
Harambee House with other Native Americans and Asians, feeling
removed from other third world groups with whom there is supposed
to be this automatic solidarity and empathy. The Indian group sat in
my motel room discussing and exchanging our experiences within the
third world context. We didn't spend much time in workshops con-
ducted by other third world people because of feeling unwelcomed at
the conference and demoralized by having an invisible presence.
What's worse than being invisible among your own kind?

It is of particular importance to us as third world gay people to begin
a serious interchange of sharing and educating ourselves about each
other. We not only must struggle with the racism and homophobia of
straight white america, but must often struggle with the homophobia
that exists within our third world communities. Being third world
doesn't always connote a political awareness or activism. I've met a
number of third world and Native American lesbians who've said
they're just into "being themselves", and that politics has no meaning in
their lives. I agree that everyone is entitled to "be themselves" but in a
society that denies respect and basic rights to people because of their
ethnic background, I feel that individuals cannot idly sit by and allow
themselves to be co-opted by the dominant society. I don't know what
moves a person to be politically active or to attempt to raise the quality
of life in our world. I only know what motivates my political responsi-
bility . . . the death of Anna Mae Aquash - Native American freedom
fighter-"mysteriously" murdered by a bullet in the head; Raymond
Yellow Thunder - forced to dance naked in front of a white VFW club
in Nebraska - murdered; Rita Silk-Nauni - imprisoned for life for
defending her child; my dear friend Mani Lucas-Papago - shot in the
back of the head outside of a gay bar in Phoenix. The list could go on
and on. My Native American History, recent and past, moves me to
continue as a political activist.

And in the white gay community there is rampant racism which is
never adequately addressed or acknowledged. My friend Chrystos
from the Menominee Nation gave a poetry reading in May 1980, at a
Bay Area feminist bookstore. Her reading consisted of poems and
journal entries in which she wrote honestly from her heart about the
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many "isms" and contradictions in most of our lives. Chrystos' bluntly
revealing observations on her experiences with the white-lesbian-
feminist-community are similar to mine and are probably echoed by
other lesbians of color.

Her honesty was courageous and should be representative of the
kind of forum our community needs to openly discuss mutual racism.
A few days following Chrystos' reading, a friend who was in the same
bookstore overheard a white lesbian denounce Chrystos' reading as
anti-lesbian and racist.

A few years ago, a white lesbian telephoned me requesting an inter-
view, explaining that she was taking Native American courses at a
local university, and that she needed data for her paper on gay Native
Americans. I agreed to the interview with the idea that I would be
helping a "sister" and would also be able to educate her about Native
American struggles. After we completed the interview, she began a
diatribe on how sexist Native Americans are, followed by a question-
ing session in which I was to enlighten her mind about why Native
Americans are so sexist. I attempted to rationally answer her inanely
racist and insulting questions, although my inner response was to tell
her to remove herself from my house. Later it became very clear how I
had been manipulated as a sounding board for her ugly and distorted
views about Native Americans. Her arrogance and disrespect were
characteristic of the racist white people in South Dakota. If I tried to
point it out, I'm sure she would have vehemently denied her racism.

During the Brigg's Initiative scare, I was invited to speak at a rally to
represent Native American solidarity against the initiative. The
person who spoke prior to me expressed a pro-Bakke sentiment
which the audience booed and hissed. His comments left the predomi-
nantly white audience angry and in disruption. A white lesbian stood
up demanding that a third world person address the racist comments
he had made. The MC, rather than taking responsibility for restoring
order at the rally, realized that I was the next speaker and I was also
T-H-I-R-D-W-OR-L-D!! I refused to address the remarks of the previ-
ous speaker because of the attitudes of the MC and the white lesbian
that only third world people are responsible for speaking out against
racism. It is inappropriate for progressive or liberal white people to expect
warriors in brown armor to eradicate racism. There must be co-responsi-
bility from people of color and white people to equally work on this
issue. It is not just MY responsibility to point out and educate about
racist activities and beliefs.

Redman, redskin, savage, heathen, injun, american indian, first
americans, indigenous peoples, natives, amerindian, native american,
nigger, negro, black, wet back, greaser, mexican, Spanish, latin,
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hispanic, chicano, chink, oriental, asian, disadvantaged, special inter-
est group, minority, third world, fourth world, people of color, illegal
aliens-oh yes about them, will the U.S. government recognize that
the Founding Fathers (you know George Washington and all those
guys) are this country's first illegal aliens.

We are named by others and we are named by ourselves.

Epilogue. . .
Following writing most of this, I went to visit my home in South

Dakota. It was my first visit in eight years. I kept putting off my visit
year after year because I could not tolerate the white people there and
the ruralness and poverty of the reservation. And because in the eight
years since I left home, I came out as a lesbian. My visit home was
overwhelming. Floods and floods of locked memories broke. I redis-
covered myself there in the hills, on the prairies, in the sky, on the
road, in the quiet nights, among the stars, listening to the distant yelps
of coyotes, walking on Lakota earth, seeing Bear Butte, looking at my
grandparents' cragged faces, standing under wakiyan, smelling the
Paha Sapa (Black Hills), and being with my precious circle of relatives.

My sense of time changed, my manner of speaking changed, and a
certain freedom with myself returned.

I was sad to leave but recognized that a significant part of myself has
never left and never will. And that part is what gives me strength - the
strength of my people's enduring history and continuing belief in the
sovereignty of our lives.


